DIGITAL Plug&Work Luxembourg – Meet face-to-face with the major IT and Finance players on November, the 28th!

First Financial center in Europe and on the cutting edge of IT technologies and infrastructures, Luxembourg cruelly lacks human resources in these activities. To attract talents across Europe, the state-lead initiative "Digital Lëtzebuerg", together with Moovijob organise a big job party on November, the 28th.

Since 2012 & the first edition of the Plug&Work event in Luxembourg, recruitment parties on pre-selection have found their audience. They echo back to increasing recruitment needs in specialized sectors such as IT or Finance while offering a casual atmosphere.

The next Digital Plug&Work Luxembourg party will give prominence to the IT and Finance sectors with companies such as CTG Luxembourg (Premium Sponsor), BIL, POST Luxembourg, Luxair group, Intrasoft, Northern Trust and PwC (Official Sponsors), but also Ausy Luxembourg, Sogeti, Orbium, Fujitsu...

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Young and Senior ICT and Finance professionals are invited to a prestigious place with a cocktail dinner and a bit of music. They will have the chance to talk about open positions and projects with interested recruiters. Colored badges will make discussions easier and motivation as well as networking will do the rest!

THE BENEFITS?
- Pre-selection of candidates increases chances of finding a job
- An excellent occasion to talk about projects and technical environments with tech-savvy girls and guys
- Go beyond the lines of your resume
- Meet the right people at the right time
- A chilled-out atmosphere, making interactions easier!

Candidates who feel ready to take up their next challenge in Luxembourg can already get information and pre-register on: http://plugnwork.lu/index_en.html.

1 iPhone X to win! A random draw will be organised among the selected candidates who participated

The Moovijob team will review each profile before inviting candidates to better fill recruiters’ needs. This pre-selection will boost candidates’ chances of securing vacant positions from several recruiters.